
It’s no surprise with all that’s going on on 
the planet right now that we are going 
through a great accelerated spiritual 
up-leveling. The world as we know it 
is changing and we are evolving into 

more advanced versions of our former selves. 
Now learn about how we and our planet are 
moving towards ascension and a more heart-
led existence in the fifth dimension.

Change vibration
This is not something you’ll hear about on 
the news, but many spiritual communities 
are talking about the upgrade as we 
move through a planetary shift from 
one vibration to another – from 3D to 5D 
consciousness. The D stands for dimension 
and is not a physical place, but rather a 
state of consciousness. Our reality is a 
physical manifestation of our vibration. 
The higher the frequency, the higher the 
consciousness, and the faster we see results 
with our manifestations. 

Align with the Universe
Depending on where you are on your 
journey you may have heard about a fifth-
dimensional shift that is occurring right 
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now. We are in a process of burning old 
constructs of who we thought we were, 
and anchoring in multi-dimensional 
consciousness, mastering the ability to 
manifest great things for ourselves and 
the world. 

This shift started around 21st December 
2012, when all nine planets in our solar 
system came into perfect alignment with 
each other. This alignment impacted our 
consciousness and the vibrations of our 
planet, creating a mass awakening globally, 
galactically and within our own beings. 

3D – FULFILL YOUR KARMA
3D is the physical reality we have chosen to 
incarnate to, to work through karma and 
the lessons that only this density provides. 
3D reality was created as a school for human 
beings to live and learn in through a life 
with sight, sound, touch, smell and taste.

4D – EVOLVE YOUR 
CONSCIOUSNESS
Many of us have heard a lot about 3D and 
5D, but often 4D is left out. 4D is a very 
important transitional window where we 
no longer perceive reality in a strictly linear 
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fashion and our concept of time and space 
expands. We have roughly another ten 
years left living in 4D and we are in a state 
of flux – a place of turbulence and a period 
of change. 

The vibration of 4D is much higher 
than 3D, so everything in 4D is magnified. 
During this period we change, we evolve, 
we lose our limitations and we shift into a 
higher state.

5D – LIVE WITH YOUR HEART 
From the 5D level of consciousness, you 
begin to understand that we are all one 
and connected, and that there is a higher 
purpose for everything. Every experience 
holds meaning and is designed to unlock 
even more potential. 

5D is heart-based consciousness, 
where each day is lived in a state of heart-
entered love not controlled by ego. While 
consciousness in 5D is from the heart, 
consciousness from 3D is governed by the 
ego. We are now releasing ourselves after 
10,000 years of being slaves to our ego and 

1 You experience an increase in your 
sensory perceptions.

2 You are rapidly detaching from the 
previous reality, so some things will no 
longer feel important whilst other things 
will become more interesting. 

3 Old relationships and jobs are falling 
away and you will have different interests 
and new people come into your life. 

DIMENSION 
5th

4 The words of the mainstream media  
will no longer hold any interest and you will 
find yourself drawn to seek 
the truth beyond the 
media narrative and 
gain an interest 
in greater self-
improvement.

5 You feel a 
deeper calling 
to live a life of 
purpose and add 
value to the world.
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Manifest magic

“From 5D you 
understand that 

we are all one  
and connected”

Archangel Orion is a 
powerful being who 
can help you align to 
your highest calling. 
Archangels are the 
overseers of our 
ascension and guide 
us to the highest 
path of manifestation. 
Use this ritual from angelic channel 
Alexandra Wenman to manifest a life 
over and above your expectations. For 
more, go to alexandrawenman.com. 

• Find somewhere safe and where you 
will not be disturbed. Close your eyes 
and imagine you are being bathed in 
warm sunlight.

• Feel your feet on the firm earth and 
imagine you are growing taller. See 
yourself growing so tall your head is 
up in the stars. 

• The Orion galaxy is above you. 
Continue to grow until the central star 
of Orion’s Belt merges with your own 
inner heart. 

• A gold coin spins within your chest, 
representing sovereignty. As two 
shimmering wings open at your back, 
you sense a huge, golden angelic 
being embracing you. It is Orion. 

• As you merge, your body fills with a 
vibration of otherworldly abundance – 
your highest potential! 

• Orion wraps you in a sparkling golden 
cloak. Every twinkling light on this 
garment represents a wish fulfilled. 
Thank Orion and shrink back to your 
usual size. Open your eyes. 
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beginning to follow our hearts. 
You can tap into the universal power 

of 5D manifestations by putting your 
awareness into your heart centre when 
manifesting and having a focus on adding 
value to the world. Manifesting from the 
fifth dimension is the fastest way to get 
your desires into our physical reality.

CREATE A 5D SHIFT
1 Regularly bring your 
awareness into your heart 
and make your main focus 
adding value to the world. 
When manifesting, ask 
yourself this question: 
“How will I add value to the 
world by having this?”
2 Watch the news less and 
do not engage in gossip, 

judgement and running 
people down. See the 
good in everyone and 
everything in your life. 
3 Change your diet and 
drink plenty of good 
quality water; eat fresh 
fruit and vegetables and 
minimise processed foods.
4 Connect to your divinity 
with self-love. Connecting 

to source through your 
heart raises your frequency 
more than anything else 
in the Universe and the 
higher your frequency, the 
more you will be able  
to manifest.
5 Learn to listen to 
guidance from your heart 
and follow what resonates 
with you. 
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